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 The thesis discusses jurisdiction of civil case from three aspects: 
constitutional government, procedure law and comparative law. Jurisdiction 
actually relates to constitutional problem, so every country regulates it by 
constitution . If applies comparative methods to review jurisdiction of civil 
case, we can see the difference among the three legal systems in the world. 
According to analysis , the writer finds the real reasons of difference. When 
we turn to scan our country’s jurisdiction of civil case, there exists many 
defects. If let it alone, it will damage whole judicial system. 
So it is necessary to reform current Chinese jurisdiction of civil case. The 
thesis is made of three parts: preface, context, and conclusion. 
Chapter mainly summarize the basic content of jurisdiction of civil case. Ⅰ
Firstly , explains the conception , secondly , elucidates two set-up basis of 
jurisdiction of civil case, one is due to exility of resource, the other relates to 
self-restraint character of judicial power. Jurisdiction of civil case takes 
important roles in the whole judicial system. 
Chapter  is the core in the thesis . Although Ⅱ every country definitely 
regulates jurisdiction of civil case with constitution, compass of competency is 
different. With compared three law systems in the world, we can see that the 
area of jurisdiction in common-law system is biggest, continent-law system 
takes second place, the area in socialism law system is very strait. Why exists 
this difference? There are two reasons which engender above difference: Legal 
tradition, Intention of justice. Despite judicial limits is different, nowadays, 















Chapter  In the legal practice, current Chinese civil jurisdiction has Ⅲ
emerged some defects which badly affect the aim to establish legal state. So 
it’s necessary to change it now. Therefore, the writer tries to give some 
approaches to reform Chinese civil jurisdiction. 
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